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GW’s billionaire network:

How big fortunes could turn into big campus donations
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Meet GW’s billionaires
1. Sumner Redstone
2. Michael Milken
3. Carlos Slim
4. Ted Lerner
5. Ron Baron
6. Yasseen Mansour
7. Koç family
8. Lee Kun-Hee
9. Chung Mong-Jin

$6.2B
$2.5B
$79.9B
$4.6B
$2.2B
$2.3B
$2.8B
$11.9B
$970M
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NEWS EDITOR

They’re ultra rich, they have
money to burn and their gifts
could transform GW.
The University counts at least
six billionaires among its alumni
network, including the chairman of Samsung and a man who
owns every McDonald’s in Egypt.
As oﬃcials seek naming gifts for
schools and buildings across cam-

pus, those alumni will likely appear on GW’s donor short list.
University President Steven
Knapp spent a week in Turkey
this month, putting in face time
with the country’s richest family
and touring a university founded
by the grandfather of billionaire
business school alumnus Mustafa
Koç. But what could come of that
relationship is much more than a
study abroad program.
Knapp’s budding connection

THE ROAD TO

to Koç is a “thoughtful way” to
bring him closer to GW, said Josh
Newton, the president and chief
executive oﬃcer of the University of Connecticut Foundation.
Koç graduated from the business
school’s master’s program in 1984.
“If that person wasn’t being
considered a prospect for the business school, I’d be surprised,”

Newton said.
The University declined to say
whether Koç or any of GW’s other
billionaire alumni have donated,
though Knapp said the Koç family,
which has opened a hospital and
museum in Istanbul, is “very active in philanthropy.”
Making that trip to Istanbul
could help Knapp make Koç one
of GW’s most generous donors.
Knapp, who makes several international trips a year, said each is

a chance for him to connect with
alumni, meet parents and court
potential donors.
“When I go to these countries,
it’s never just one event – the idea
is to get as much as we can done in
that period of time,” Knapp said.
“We steward our resources so that
we make sure when I do go on a
trip, it’s been well-prepared for. I
See BILLIONAIRES Page 3

Greek leaders push to
individualize punishments
ELLIE SMITH
HATCHET REPORTER

More than half of the social Greek
chapters on campus are on probation, and
students say the way GW punishes organizations has to change.
Greek leaders have spent the semester
brainstorming reforms to the University’s
policy for sanctioning groups, asking ofﬁcials to directly punish students instead
of placing an entire chapter on GW's disciplinary list. New sanctions could include
mandatory service hours, alcohol training
or ﬁnes.
Most of the Greek organizations now
facing sanctions were found guilty of misconduct like hosting unregistered parties
with alcohol. Students say the current system, which often puts chapters on social
probation, forbidding them from hosting
parties, is ineﬀective, inﬂexible and hasn’t
actually changed behavior.
“We don't want chapters to get on
social probation for a semester or a year
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GW will bring in a third-party consulting firm to review the University Police Department’s
procedures and culture. At least three officers have filed discrimination complaints against the
department in the last year.

GW hires outside consultants
to review campus police culture
EVA PALMER
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

GW’s security chief has
hired consultants to investigate the University Police
Department’s culture and
policies – a move that experts
say could help campus ofﬁcers start fresh after reports
of widespread harassment
and discrimination within the
force.
Oﬃcers will likely spend
weeks speaking with investigators about how the department operates outside its
formal policies, and give them
the chance to air any grievances. That means GW may
be able to have a full report
detailing the department’s
work environment, after at

least three former oﬃcers
have ﬁled complaints against
the University in the past year.
UPD Chief Kevin Hay
abruptly stepped down from
his post this month, and experts say working with a
consulting ﬁrm can help the
department identify institutional problems before a new
chief is picked.
“Before you bring in a
permanent chief, you want
to make sure everything is
squared away,” said Chuck
Drago, a former police chief
who now advises departments across the country.
Senior Associate Vice
President for Safety and Security Darrell Darnell declined
to comment on why he wanted the ﬁrm, Justice and Secu-

rity Strategies, to examine the
department now. He also declined to comment on when
the consultants would start
the review or whether the
ﬁrm would focus on speciﬁc
aspects of the department.
“Justice and Security
Strategies has been retained
to assist the Oﬃce of Safety
and Security in reviewing
operations and communications within the GW Police
Department and in enhancing the operations of the department,” Darnell said in an
email statement.
The review comes as the
department has dealt with
ﬁve complaints of sexual,

See IFC Page 3
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Interfraternity Council President Peyton Zere said the University should have a more
“active sanctioning process.” He has led Greek presidents in discussions about possible
changes, like mandatory fines or service hours for Greek members who break the rules.

See UPD Page 3
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and have to just sit there and wait it out,”
Interfraternity Council President Peyton
Zere said. “This waiting game doesn't
help anyone, it should be more of an active sanctioning process.”
Eric Estroﬀ, the president of Sigma
Chi, said another fault with GW’s current
policies is chapters can be put on probation for an unregistered event that may
have only involved a few members.
“It's not a fraternity-sanctioned event
if ﬁve guys from the chapter have something in their room in Ivory or if four of
our freshmen have a party in Thurston,”
Estroﬀ said.
Estroﬀ also said behavior has likely
not changed for members of the 14 chapters on social probation.
“The University is naive to think that
1,500 students have for a semester stopped
going out, being social and hanging out
with their friends,” Estroﬀ said. “Social or
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by Anna McGarrigle

CRIME LOG
THEFT

2040 I St. NW (Lindy’s Bon Appetit)
11/14/14 – 1 p.m.
Case closed

An employee reported that a man ordered food and
then refused to pay for it. The subject was apprehended when he ﬂed and was then transported to
GW Hospital for shortness of breath.
Referred to Metropolitan Police Department

DISORDERLY CONDUCT
23rd & I streets NW
11/16/14 – 3:01 a.m.
Case closed

University Police Department responded for a report
of a man screaming and yelling profanities. Metropolitan Police Department also responded and the
man began to swing his cane at oﬃcers. An MPD
crisis intervention oﬃcer who had responded was
able to calm the man down.
No further action

DISORDERLY CONDUCT

Lerner Health and Wellness Center
11/15/14 – 1:40 p.m.
Case closed

UPD responded to a report of an altercation between
two male students. The two students were participating in an athletic event when they became angry with
one another.
Referred for disciplinary action
- Compiled by Benjamin Kershner

ALY KRUSE | HATCHET STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
Courtni Cerr, right, a member of the Humanitarian Mapping Society, helps GW alumna Kate Getz, left, map neighborhoods of Zimbabwe’s
capital city, Harare, as part of the Missing Maps project. The project seeks to create maps that can better facilitate disaster responses,
updating maps for areas affected by disease epidemics and natural disasters.

POPULAR LAST WEEK
1

PAYING OFF THE
SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING HALL

The University announced
the two proposed funding
streams for the $275 million
Science and Engineering Hall,
fundraising and government
research subsidies, won’t bring
in enough money.

2
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LAW STUDENT
REMEMBERED
FOR SINCERITY

3

Friends and professors
reflected on the 27-year-old
law student who died last
Thursday for his kind spirit and
dedication to those he loved.

WORTH QUOTING

His classroom was
only the beginning of
his teaching, not the
end of it.
STEVEN ROBERTS, School of Media and
Public Affairs professor, on SMPA assistant
professor Michael Shanahan, who died
Saturday.

THE PRESSURE
TO STUDY
ABROAD
Hatchet opinions
writer Kirby Dzurny
warned against
the push for GW
undergraduates to
study abroad.

WATCH
ONLINE

VISUALIZED

GW’s South Asian Society hosted several
collegiate Raas teams from across the
country in a competitive dance competition
Saturday. Video by Halley Rogers.

THIS WEEK
Monday, Nov. 24

Monday, Dec. 1

MSSC Thanksgiving Dinner

World AIDS Day: A Public
Health Career Conversation

Give thanks with the Native American
Student Association as they host a
Thanksgiving dinner with dishes from
various cultures.
6 p.m. • 2127 G St.

Screening ‘The Invisible War’

Watch the Academy Award-nominated film
“The Invisible War,” a documentary about
sexual assault in the military, followed by
discussion with the nonprofit Protect our
Defenders.
6:30 p.m. • Milken Institute School of
Public Health Auditorium 100

Join two global public health
workers as they discuss ways to
enter the field focused on ending
AIDS.
1 p.m. • Marvin Center Room 310

Wednesday, Dec. 3
Iron Chef Competition

Show off your cooking skills by
competing in a contest to make
a meal out of a basket of secret
ingredients.
1 p.m. • Columbian Square

The ins and outs of being a

Web Guru
Hatchet
Dec. 2 • 7 P.M.
DuquÈs Hall • Rm 152
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Michael Shanahan, student advocate and mentor, dies
Jacqueline Thomsen
Assistant News Editor

Michael Shanahan, a veteran Washington journalist
with piercing wit, may be best
remembered as a steadfast
advocate for the hundreds of
students he mentored during
his nearly 15 years teaching
at GW.
Shanahan, who signed
his emails “the prof,” often
had lines of students waiting
to see him about courses and
future plans. He had a successful reporting career, but
friends said he truly loved
teaching the next generation
of journalists, and made a
lasting mark on students who
he constantly pushed to work
harder and embrace journalistic ideals.
The honest professor,
who taught ethics, new media theory and Washington
reporting, died Saturday
morning. He had suffered a
stroke Tuesday evening, according to a statement from
his wife, Victoria, on Saturday afternoon.
A revered SMPA figure,
he was the professor who
students knew by reputation
as one they had to work or

take a class with before they
graduated.
He came to the University by way of professor Steven Roberts, who Shanahan,
then an Associated Press correspondent, had met when
they were both covering Capitol Hill in the 1980s. Between
weekly tennis matches and a
passion for baseball, the two
reporters formed a friendship
that lasted beyond deadlines
and career changes.
“Because he had these experiences and knew so much
about the life of a Washington reporter, he could use
that to help students to get
a sense of the wider world,”
Roberts said. “His classroom
was only the beginning of his
teaching, not the end of it.”
Shanahan began working for the AP after graduating from Pennsylvania
State University in 1965. He
enlisted in the U.S. Army
shortly after and earned two
awards – including a Bronze
Star – for his service during a
tour as an intelligence officer
in Vietnam.
Last spring, he took a
sabbatical from teaching to
return to Vietnam and retrace
his footsteps from his days as

a soldier. He recounted the
journey in a gripping firsthand account featured in the
Boston Globe.
“As a veteran of the war,
it was surreal to sit and chat
with the former Viet Cong
soldier and realize that 46
years earlier, his job was to
kill me and other Americans
fighting in the neighborhood,” he wrote. “My return
to the tunnels — now a tourist attraction — met part of a
long-held desire to revisit all
of Vietnam.”
Shanahan covered some
of the most important news
stories of the last several decades, but he was modest
when speaking about his professional successes. In class,
his reporting stories were
sometimes slipped into lectures, intriguing and inspiring students.
After the Vietnam War,
Shanahan continued to write
for the AP, working in the
wire service’s Pittsburgh bureau, where he covered the
Kent State shootings, before
moving to the company’s
D.C. bureau. He was a national political and congressional correspondent for McClatchy Newspapers for five

years, and covered the Bush
administration as a White
House correspondent for Newhouse Newspapers.

Because he had these
experiences and knew so
much about the life of a
Washington reporter, he
could use that to help
students to get a sense of
the wider world.
STEVEN ROBERTS
GW Professor
During his more than
25-year-long career, he covered the 1988 presidential
campaign, as well as President Bill Clinton’s successful
White House bid in 1992. He
did in-depth reporting about
Clinton’s health care reform
push, and also covered the
Iran-Contra scandal and
congressional debates about
whether the U.S. should to
enter the first Iraq War.
“He was a lot of fun on
the campaign trail but, at the
same time, recognized as a
serious reporter,” said Carl
Leubsdorf, who worked with

Shanahan at the AP. “He was
also modest. I, for one, never
knew about his distinguished
service in Vietnam until I read
his moving account of his return there.”
SMPA Director Frank
Sesno said Shanahan, the
school’s assistant director for
student affairs, was a go-to
adviser for undergraduate
students.
“Mike’s great contribution was to bring together his
dedication as a teacher with
his incredible experience as a
reporter with his bottomless
patience,” Sesno said.
Shanahan was also a
fierce advocate for GW’s
independent,
student-run
newspaper, The Hatchet. He
was one of the longest-serving members of the newspaper’s Board of Directors, having joined in 2000.
He supported The Hatchet’s leadership through some
of their most difficult challenges, such as adapting to
digital pressures and becoming a weekly publication. He
also helped lead the organization’s move from an office it
had rented from the University to its own townhouse on
F Street.

Jake Sherman, a former
Hatchet editor-in-chief and
SMPA alumnus, said Shanahan was a vital part of the GW
experience for any aspiring
journalist.
Sherman, who now
works as a congressional
reporter for Politico, stayed
in touch with the professor
after graduation, and spoke
to Shanahan’s Washington
Reporting class less than a
month ago.
“There’s nobody like
him,” he said. “It’s the biggest
setback for GW, for SMPA,
for anybody who wants to
pursue journalism at GW. It’s
almost incalculable, and, for
aspiring journalists, he was
the best.”
Shanahan is survived
by his wife, Victoria Elliott,
and two daughters. Martha
is following in her father’s
footsteps as a reporter for
the Keene Sentinel in New
Hampshire. His daughter
Claire is a student and plays
soccer at New York University.
Plans for a memorial service are underway. Details
for the service will be posted
on the SMPA website once
finalized.

In donation search, billionaire
alumni are strong prospects
From Page 1
don’t go to another country
unless many people have
been there before me, preparing the ground and making connections.”

Meet GW’s billionaires

The University could
choose from well-connected
alumni when it looks for
billionaire donors, like former trustee Ted Lerner, who
now owns the Washington
Nationals. Lerner earned his
law degree from GW and
amassed his about $4 billion
fortune through real estate
deals. His name is now on
the University’s fitness center.
But GW also has ties to
international billionaires like
Lee Kun-Hee, the South Korean chairman of Samsung.
When Kun-Hee studied in
the business school’s master’s program but didn’t
finish, he was awarded an
honorary degree. With an
estimated net worth of about
$12 billion, Kun-Hee is Korea’s richest man and is nicknamed the “Korean Steve
Jobs.”
Knapp said keeping up
relationships with alumni
overseas can be difficult,
but that Korea is one of the
countries he visits most frequently.
International business
professor Yoon-Shik Park
served as a board member
of Samsung for 12 years
and said Kun-Hee is one of
his “very close friends.” He
even let Park stay in his family home when he worked
as an adviser to Kun-Hee’s
family and lived in Seoul.
Park said Knapp has
never met with Kun-Hee,
but former University President Lloyd Elliott hosted

Kun-Hee when he gave a
talk at the business school.
Park said conversations
about a potential donation
from Kun-Hee are “very
sensitive.”
“The money is no problem but he is so well known
in Korea that if he gave a
big donation to an overseas
university, then the public
opinion would be, ‘Why
don’t you give more money
in Korea to the poor people?’
We are taking time,” Park
said. “He is such a generous man and he gave a lot
of donations to universities
in Korea. I think he will give
eventually.”
The University’s other
billionaires include a GW
Law School alumnus who
has earned more than $2
billion through his money
management firm, and a
South Korean manufacturing magnate.
GW’s
competitor
schools have even more ties
to the ultra-rich. The University of Southern California
has more than two dozen
billionaire alumni, and Duke
and New York universities
both have about nine, according to Forbes.
Billionaire connections
can start a donating domino
effect. Schools often look to
their richest alumni to introduce officials to other potential big donors, said Nancy
Peterman, a partner at the
fundraising firm AlexanderHaas.
“Those who know this
individual and trust his
acumen could look at it as
an example,” she said. “I’m
sure there are hopes [they
would] introduce people to
the president and academic
leaders, hopefully to lead to
other gifts.”
Over the past five years,

GW’s fundraising office has
also been successful at pulling in gifts from billionaires
without a strong tie to the
University. GW honored telecom billionaire Carlos Slim
with an honorary degree and
invitation to speak at Commencement in 2012, and Slim
started a program to give
full-tuition scholarships to
top graduate students from
Mexican universities.
Last spring, Michael
Milken and Sumner Redstone – who are not alumni –
gave a combined $80 million
to the public health school,
GW’s largest-ever gift, after
a Board of Trustees member
helped connect them to the
University.

Laying a foundation

Knapp recently went
to London and said he will
also visit China and Morocco over the next year. He
said before he meets with
alumni or potential donors
in a country, he spends a
few days “touring cultural
sites and learning about the
history” to build up a set of
solid talking points.
“I do that so when I’m
talking to people, it will be
clear to them that we have
a real interest in them and
we’re not just coming there
to talk about us,” Knapp
said. “You’ve got to have
intelligence ahead of time so
when you have the conversation, it is focused on the
right subject.”
That groundwork is
important if GW wants to
get a big donor gift. Experts
say landing large donations
can take years of discussion
between the potential donor
and the development office,
the head fundraiser and
eventually the president.
For example, for three

Consultants to examine
UPD culture, practices
From Page 1
racial or age discrimination
over the last four years, as
well as other reports of a hostile workplace culture. Craig
Uchida, president of Justice
and Security Strategies, declined to comment, deferring
questions to Darnell.
The department is slated
to go through an accreditation review next month, testing whether UPD policies
are on par with those of top
departments
nationwide.
But accreditation only goes
so far, and experts say it often doesn’t investigate deepseated cultural problems.
Mark Wynn, a campus
safety and security consultant, said an accredited
police department can still
have significant problems in
its ranks.
“Accreditation is a great
standard to strive for, and it
says a lot about the agency

that can meet the national accreditation standard,” Wynn
said. “But it doesn’t mean
because you’re an accredited
department, you can’t be
sued.”
Wynn added that the
most thorough investigations allow officers to speak
anonymously about the
problems they face on a dayto-day basis.
“If it’s anonymous auditing, most officers would be
more than happy to tell you
what the issues are in the department, right down to the
line level,” he said.
Some experts said the
firm will likely look for instances of discrimination,
and could also interview
those involved in the legal
complaints.
One former officer, Linda Queen, left the department last spring after filing
a charge for gender-based
discrimination,
claiming
her supervisors sexually ha-

rassed her and GW denied
her promotions after she
complained.
Aaron Johnson, another
former officer, alleges that
his supervisors discriminated against him because of
his race.
Ari Wilkenfeld, the lawyer overseeing Johnson and
Queen’s cases, said the outside review shows that UPD
is serious about making
changes to its reputation.
“It may indicate that
there’s a new day, they’re
interested in looking at serious problems and now the
chief is gone, they can blame
him,” he said.
Wilkenfeld added that
the findings of the report
could not be used in court if
the lawsuit was filed before
the review.
“Anything anyone ever
does to improve things later
on cannot be used by either
party as evidence of what
was there before,” he said.

years leading up to his gift,
Milken met with Knapp and
other top administrators at
dinners on campus, conferences across the country and
a 650-person alumni event in
downtown Manhattan.
Knapp’s visit to Istanbul, where he toured the Koç
museum and ate lunch with
Koç and his father, could
also help build that kind of
a lasting connection, which
experts say is crucial before
asking for a big gift. Koç met
Knapp when he was a guest
speaker on campus several
years ago.
Knapp’s
relationship
with the Koç family began
when he met Koç’s billionaire father at Johns Hopkins
University, where Knapp
served as dean and provost
and the patriarch earned
his degree. The Koç family
made its multi-billion-dollar
fortune through the familyowned conglomerate Koç
Holding.
To keep that momentum
going, business school Dean
Linda Livingstone will visit
Turkey next year, and staff
in GW’s development office
already make frequent visits,
Knapp said.
The schools most successful at landing eye-popping gifts from prominent
alumni start laying the foundation before people make
their fortunes, said Richard
Ammons, a senior consultant at the fundraising firm
Marts & Lundy.
“You may not know
they’ll be a billionaire or
some highly influential
person. A college needs an
overall strategy for engaging
its alumni because it never
knows who will wind up being of a particular usefulness
two or 10 or 15 years down
the road,” Ammons said.
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Greek leaders have said GW’s list of sanctions against chapters
hasn’t made a noticeable impact on conduct. Six chapters are
currently sanctioned for hazing.

Officials to consider
new punishments for
sanctioned groups
From Page 1
alcohol probation is not the
answer.”
It's the second time this
semester the Greek community has argued that the University needs to change how
it handles misconduct, after
calling on officials to include
more details about hazing
violations on its online list of
sanctioned groups. Zere said
the list hasn’t made much
of an impact since GW published it in May.
Six chapters are facing
penalties for hazing violations, making up the largest
group to be publicly sanctioned for hazing in recent
years. Earlier this month,
Theta Sigma Delta was punished for hazing, becoming
the first multicultural Greek
chapter to land on the University’s list.
Center for Student Engagement Director Tim Miller
asked Greek leaders to suggest possible policy changes

after a string of misconduct
charges this semester, including two that came before the
removal of fraternity presidents.
Miller said he plans to
meet with Greek leaders
about the proposed changes,
though he did not provide a
timeline.
“We are eager to hear
their ideas and discuss how
we can hold chapters accountable to their values in
a way that is impactful and
has the effect of changing behavior and strengthening the
community,” Miller said.
More effective sanctions are important to a
community of students that
has swelled to more than 30
percent of campus over the
last decade – and continues
to grow. The Panhellenic
Association had its largestever recruitment this fall,
and the Interfraternity
Council hopes to add a 16th
chapter next year.
—Colleen Murphy contributed
reporting.
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Semester in review:
Boosting faculty
and research morale
Faculty, draw enthusiasm from students

Over the past semester, our faculty have
made headlines, largely by battling with the administration on issue after issue, including health
care costs and, most recently, tuition benefits.
They’ve even formed an organization to advocate
for their interests, the Faculty Association, though
the administration continues to only recognize
the often-stagnant Faculty Senate.
As students, this gives us a bit of pause. We
can understand how our professors’ morale
might have deteriorated this semester, given the
lack of resolution on their benefits.
It’s easy for us, as students, to draw our pride
from the city in which we live or our successful
sports teams. But it’s the enthusiasm of professors
that gets us, the students, excited to go to class
every day – and more than that, makes us feel a
sense of pride for our schoolwork and GW that
we might otherwise lack. We’d hate to see that enthusiasm wane because of frustrating battles with
higher-ups.
Professors who engage with their students
outside of the classroom are the ones we remember. Those who take special care to attend their
students’ sporting events, follow them on Twitter
or participate in events like Midnight Breakfast
are the ones we look forward to seeing every day.
They care about us and in turn, we care about
them.
Professors, when you go above and beyond
the call of duty, we remember what it’s like to get
excited about school. In a college career filled with
internships, demanding social lives and finding a
community on campus, good professors and solid
classes serve as our anchors and morale boosters.
It might be silly to think you’ve forgotten this,
but after a tumultuous semester, we wanted to
remind faculty that you can turn to us, your students, for the same buoying purpose. Regardless
of the daily battles you fight with the University,
and even though you may feel like you’re not
making any progress cutting through the thick
fog of bureaucracy, just remember that as students, we appreciate your commitment to our
education – and to us.

Look to research accomplishments

So we’re not calling the Science and Engineering Hall a mistake – but we’re not NOT doing
that.
GW decided to build the $275 million building, its largest-ever academic investment, in
hopes that it would not only serve as a boost to
our school’s existing science and engineering programs, but that it would propel the University
into the next level of research.
That vision is being threatened by shaky
funding options for the building’s construction,
and a screeching halt to the fundraising efforts
that were supposed to ensure economic stability.
One may be tempted to dismiss this current
state of uncertainty as a growing pain, a necessary headache on the road to success. And sure, 30
years down the road, officials hope to have paid
off the debt we’ve incurred to build the hall.
But for the time being, the fundraising failure
is nerve-wracking. The University is forced to
pay for the building by taking on debt, and such
a massive miscalculation with long-lasting consequences brings down the campus community.
We’re annoyed that the University wants
to push us into the future while preventing our
growth in the present. Now GW will use the $9
million it makes annually from The Avenue complex – originally meant to fund other programs
and building renovations – to cover the remaining costs.
Instead of leaving us hopeful that GW will become a nationally recognized research institution
with a top engineering program, we’re left worrying about the state of GW’s finances.
The Science and Engineering Hall may be the
most visible indicator that GW is trying to enter
the field of research. But don’t let the negative
associations with this building obscure the fact
that our professors and researchers are doing big
things. That’s the light at the end of this seemingly
never-ending tunnel. Impressive research continues to come out with a GW stamp on it, like landing rockets on comets, discovering a 2,700-yearold wine cellar in Israel and even experimenting
with 3-D organ printing.
The building may be problematic, even embarrassing. But it’s success stories like these from
which we should draw our campus research
pride. Students pay attention when we hear our
school sent a project into space. That’s something
to celebrate, even when financial woes prevent
us from bragging about the newest campus landmark.
And it’s a sign that despite the negative press,
there is a future for research at GW.
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When a review of the GW police department will begin and conclude (p. 1)
from

THE FORUM

blogs.gwhatchet.com/theforum

At games last year and the year before, the entire experience
sometimes felt like a performance – almost as if the University had
thrown some players on the court just to say, “Look! We do sports!”

–CONTRIBUTING OPINIONS EDITOR SARAH BLUGIS, on the start of the men’s basketball season • Nov. 20

One on One

Staff Editorial

This is the first in a two-part staff editorial reviewing GW’s fall semester and evaluating the state of campus morale. First up: faculty and research.

What the University won't talk about this week

THE PROMISE AND LIMITATIONS OF ‘IT’S ON US’
Welcome to our second installment of One on One. This week,
senior columnist Justin Peligri and I are chatting about “It’s On
Us,” the sexual assault awareness campaign that just wrapped
up its National Week of Action. We wanted to look at the campaign
through a wider lens and analyze its potential impact on this campus and beyond.

This conversation is especially important
in light of the many sexual assaults students
have learned about via text alert this semester,
including one in an alley off New Hampshire
Avenue just this weekend.

Robin Jones Kerr
Opinions Editor
RJK: There’s been a bit of criticism of the
“It’s On Us” campaign already – namely, that it’s largely a messaging or marketing campaign that doesn’t contain
any real substance.
JP: I’ve heard that, too. And there’s
definitely a glitzy element of the awareness campaign that’s frustrating. I don’t
need a filtered Instagram picture, for example, to prove to the world that I’m a
well-informed bystander.
That said, I think critics expecting
“It’s On Us” to be some sort of earthshattering campaign have their sights
set too high. The White House spearheaded the initiative, which added a bit
of gravitas to the national conversation
about sexual assault. The government
didn’t really pour much money into it
– but that doesn’t mean it’s a waste of
our time.
The bottom line here is that sex –
and, by extension, sexual assault – is an
extremely stigmatized concept, especially on college campuses. If student
leaders, an administrator and the head
of campus safety can all get in a room
and collectively admit that we have to
change preconceptions and make survivors feel more comfortable (like they
did at a panel discussion Friday) then
I’ll count that as a victory.
RJK: What concerned me, though, was
a question from the audience about how
exactly students should intervene in a
scary situation. A student pointed out
that she didn’t exactly know what bystander intervention looks like. She was
asking for a blueprint, a scenario, some
instructions.
A few summers ago, I took a workshop on how to respond to street harassment. The instructor taught us how
to stand – feet shoulder-width apart,
one foot slightly in front of the other –
as well as how to hold our hands, say
specific phrases and even what tone of
voice to use. Now I know exactly what
to do, physically and verbally, if put in a
situation like that.
This is the kind of instruction we
need about bystander intervention – a

Justin Peligri
Senior Columnist
pledge to do something only goes so far
when you don’t know what to do.
Obviously, students on this campus
are fully in the right mentality when it
comes to sexual assault – that we want
to see prevention, intervention and coming together as a community to support
survivors. And huge props are owed to
Students Against Sexual Assault and
the Student Association for making the
“It’s On Us” campaign so pervasive on
campus this semester. But despite all
the enthusiasm, our University has yet
to give us the tools to turn our positive
thinking into action.
JP: I agree. Students are definitely looking for a how-to guide for how to prevent assault. But the reason nobody is
providing it is because it might not exist. Especially when alcohol is involved,
there’s no user’s manual for figuring
out what constitutes the beginnings of a
dangerous situation. You can’t expect a
“one-size-fits-all” solution to a problem
that manifests itself in so many different
ways.
What we can expect, however, is
students who care about this issue to
get loud about it. And that’s what we’ve
seen: Students have real plans for making GW a safer school.
For example, a committee of students and administrators is aiming to
examine best practices and suggest how
to improve on-campus resources. And
student leaders have called for requiring bystander intervention training at
Colonial Inauguration.
I’d also like to see the results of GW’s
campus climate survey that students
filled out last spring. The University has
said it’ll release this information – but
it hasn’t said when or in what format.
It’s not a smart accountability measure
if nobody besides administrators have
access to that information. The full disclosure of the data is something SASA
leaders should continue to advocate for
even after “It’s On Us” fades from the
headlines.
All students living in residence
halls, enrolling in GW classes and
drinking at fraternity parties should

understand how they can play a role in
fighting back against the disturbing statistics. That’s only possible if students
keep the pressure on and administrators
make the right calls.
RJK: Right, I think one of the successes
of “It’s On Us” is that it’s made the folks
on SASA – including Kirsten Dimowitz
and Laura Zillman – some of campus’
most prominent advocates on this issue.
SASA has, at least in my circles, a good
bit of name recognition now. They go
into meetings with officials and, because
they’ve been doing all this outreach, can
speak with authority about campus culture. We need these strong student leaders to push GW to actual change.
JP: Taking a broader view, I think there’s
something different about 2014. A big
part of that difference is the conversation-prone world we’re increasingly operating in, where survivors who previously went silent feel that now it’s safe
to come forward, and where leaders on
other college campuses are taking action
to halt assault in its tracks. I’m happy I
go to a school where students – through
“It’s On Us” and other forms of activism
– are constructively participating in this
dialogue.
RJK: That’s true. I may have some
qualms about “It’s On Us” in general
(like that it doesn’t necessarily give students a playbook for how to intervene),
but it’s doing the important work of
starting conversations on campus.
It’ll especially be worth it if tangible
developments, like mandatory bystander intervention training, come out of the
new committee. Obviously, the end goal
of all these efforts is the complete elimination of, or massive reduction of, campus sexual assault. But I recognize that
this is a slow and steady process.
Campaigns like “It’s On Us” are
doing the work in the meantime to increase awareness and push for better
education and prevention efforts, so I’m
content with gaining an inch at a time
rather than demand a whole mile right
off the bat.

An alternative Thanksgiving to-do list
Skip the schoolwork and enjoy your break with these low-pressure tasks
WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

One of the classic traditions
at most Thanksgiving dinners
is to go around the table and
declare what you’re thankful
for that year. I don’t know about
you, but this custom is met with
mixed feelings at my house.
While I know this tradition seems cumbersome and
stilted, there is a value in it that
shouldn’t be overlooked. Whether
we acknowledge it or not, we all
have something to be thankful
for – namely, the fact that we’re
all furthering our education, an
opportunity that isn’t available
to millions around the world.
I’m not saying that an
education should be what you
express gratitude for. But this
year, spend Wednesday thinking of something meaningful
that happened over the past
12 months and let your family
know. A little introspection never
hurt anyone.

It’s the big day – the reason
you got three days off of school
and a break from eating Whole
Foods hot bar meals.
Today, I recommend you
spend some time with a family
member or friend you may usually avoid. It’s easy to retreat into
your routine among the people
you feel most comfortable with.
But this year, sit next to someone
new.
Everyone knows there’s at
least one family member at
every table who has a different
political view from you. After an
aggressive midterm election
campaign season, try chatting
with him or her – it doesn’t have
to be as contentious as it is in
D.C. Let’s be honest: Is there any
wound that great mashed potatoes can’t mend?

I know it’s Black Friday, but
stay inside today. I promise, you
can shop tomorrow.
We need to be honest with
ourselves: After all of yesterday’s
eating, we’ll likely need a day
to recover. Use Friday to catch
up on all those shows that you
haven’t had a chance to watch
this semester.
There’s some great television
out there – and as members of
the human race, you need to be
able to have a conversation that
isn’t about school.
Over break, I’ll be watching
the BBC series “Orphan Black.”
Haven’t heard of it? That’s my
point.
Or if that’s a little bit too outside the mainstream for you, try
“How To Get Away with Murder”
on ABC. Don’t watch this show if
you need intellectual stimulation
over break, but Shonda Rhimes’
writing won’t disappoint.

I hope that by now, your recovery from Thursday is complete and you’re ready to leave
the house again.
Head to a local business on
what has become known as
“Small Business Saturday.” It
can be a refreshing change from
the soul-sucking consumerism
that surrounds us this time of
year. Your money will go further
in a local store, and you’re sure
to find a unique purchase that
you won’t see everyone else
showing off.
It’s also a great alternative
to the holiday shopping folks
are doing at the mall. Your dad
really doesn’t need that tie on
sale from Macy’s – but he might
actually appreciate the jazzy
cufflinks from the corner store
down the street.
Plus, if you overspend on
one-of-a-kind items, chances
are you won’t feel as guilty.

Joke’s on you – you’ve wasted
your entire break!
Just kidding. You can thank
me later for all the R&R you’ve
enjoyed if you followed my suggestions. But on Sunday, it’s
time to get back to business.
Sleep in a bit. And after you
say your goodbyes to your family and your dog, it’s full steam
ahead to December and finals.
There’s one week of classes
left, so make a to-do list of all
your assignments and upcoming test dates. Although you
might feel like the semester
is almost done, the past three
months will have gone to waste
if you’re not productive in the
last few weeks.
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For the techie
ZACH MONTELLARO
HATCHET STAFF WRITER

If you’re like me, you forget to buy gifts for
the holidays until the last minute – even
up until Christmas Eve. Frantically, I’ll go
to Amazon to look for a present for a loved
one, and realize it would arrive after the
holidays have passed. With no other options, I’ll buy it and be the jerk that wraps
a picture of the gift in a tiny box.
“Something happened with the shipping,” I’ll lie. “I’m sure it’ll be here soon.”
But there’s a solution for gift-buying
procrastinators like you and me: online
subscription services. They’ve become
popular in the past few years, and I personally think they are a great way to have
services delivered in a digital age. They
practically beg for you to buy them at the
last minute. Everyone’s heard of Netflix or
Spotify Premium, so here are my suggestions for three subscription services that
would make the perfect gift for someone
on your list.

Adobe Creative Cloud Photography

($9.99/month with 12-month commitment)
There’s bound to be someone on your
list who absolutely loves taking photos.
But more often than not, those photos
don’t look exactly how the photographer
wanted them to – maybe they’re underexposed, or the white balance was oﬀ.
Simply put, the Adobe Creative Cloud
Photography package is the best way to
ﬁx these mishaps.
It comes with both Adobe Photoshop
and Lightroom, so you can both edit photos and catalog them eﬃciently. The programs can handle photos for everything
from an iPhone to a top-of-the-line DSLR
camera.

The yearly commitment might seem
like a high price, but as someone who
likes to pretend he’s a photographer himself, my membership is one of the most
useful gifts I’ve received in a long time.

Audible monthly membership

($14.95/month with no commitment)
You know that person who says, “Oh,
I love to read, but I just don’t have the time
for it.” Here’s your gift for that person.
Audible is an audiobook service
run by Amazon, where you can buy audiobooks either individually or with a
monthly subscription, which nets you
one free book download a month plus 30
percent oﬀ any other ones you want to
purchase.
Audiobooks aren’t cheap, so if you
know someone who wants to listen to
at least one a month, this is a good buy.
I think audiobooks are much better way
to spend your time when you’re driving
than listening to whatever is on the radio. If you’re looking for one to suggest,
Douglas Adams’ “Hitchhiker’s Guide to
the Galaxy” is a great place to start.

WWE Network subscription

($9.99/month with no commitment)
Alright, so hear me out for a second.
Someone on your list absolutely grew up
watching the Undertaker duke it out with
The Rock or was one of Hulk Hogan’s
most dedicated Hulkamaniacs (and if you
can’t think of someone, it’s probably you).
Wouldn’t it be great to re-watch all those
old matches and relive your childhood? It
absolutely would be – and you can with
the WWE Network. It has all the old payper-views going back to the creation of the
company, which are just fun to watch.

For the health nut
RILEY LONDRES

HATCHET REPORTER

Here are gifts for the friend or family member who
loves 8 a.m. jogs or blocks out time in his or her
planner to go to Soul Cycle.

PDO Sporteer Classic Armband

$24.99, CitySports
With the recent introduction of the iPhone 6,
chances are your loved one is in need of a new
armband to keep his or her tunes in place while
working out. This armband is simple with a
moisture barrier to keep devices dry and a pocket
to hold keys, credit cards and cash, so you won’t
need to shove them in your shoes or strategically
stick them in your sports bra. It comes in two different sizes: small/medium and medium/large.
CitySports, 1111 19th St. NW

Women’s Storm Brave The Run Gloves
Men’s ColdGear Infrared Storm Strive Run
Gloves

$34.99 , Under Armour Brand House
The cold weather hit us fast and early this
year, and it seems like it’s here to stay. But
don’t let the chill cause you or a friend to forgo
your favorite activities, like running or biking outdoors. Under Armour Brand House’s
gloves for men and women are warm, repel
water and have touch-screen ﬁngertips, so the
cold is no longer an excuse to skip a run. Plus,
snowball ﬁghts and ice skating can remain on
the winter to-do list.

Fitbit Tracker

$59.95- 249.95, CitySports
Fitbit is a new product that is rapidly
gaining popularity: Just clip or wear this
device on your wrist to keep track of daily
activity. It can calculate how many steps
you’ve taken, number of calories burned
and distance traveled, and even monitors
how well you slept by recording your hours
snoozing and movements made while
asleep. All of these specs are then uploaded
to your computer or iPhone, letting you
know where you stand in your ﬁtness goals.
Each Fitbit comes in a diﬀerent color that
can be swapped out. This is an ideal gift for
anyone who is looking to accomplish a ﬁtness goal or simply wants to keep track of
regular workouts.
CitySports, 1111 19th St. NW

NikeID

$115-200, Niketown
Shoes can be the most important part
of an outﬁt, for both men and women,
and sometimes ﬁnding the perfect pair of
shoes to give to someone seems impossible. NikeID shoes let you, or your loved
one, customize the exact pair of shoes he or
she wants, from casual to athletic, either in
stores or online.
Niketown, 3040 M St. NW

For the visual artist
MARIYA TIKHONOVA
HATCHET REPORTER

From studio time to DIY projects,
we’ve got your shopping list for
artsy, paint-loving and aesthetically-oriented friends and family.

Poppies Flower Kit

$18, Paper Source
Artistic pragmatists will enjoy
this Artistic pragmatists will enjoy
this small, decorative novelty. Kits
come with pre-cut ﬂower shapes,
ﬂoral wire and ﬂoral tape to make
12 brightly colored poppies. Assembly is quick and simple, and
the ﬁnal product is adorable,
making it the perfect gift for a
friend who loves ﬂowers but can’t
keep them alive. They can be used
as decorations to liven up a dull
space or as dainty additions to art
projects.
Paper Source, 3019 M St. NW

Jamming Paint + Drink Package

$33-$42/lesson, Artjamz DC
Practice makes perfect – as-

piring artists will only appreciate and beneﬁt from a chance to
work on their trade. Those painters 21 or older can swap out the
traditional studio session for one
with drinks at ArtJamz. Each lesson is an hour and a half long and
comes with your choice of a beer,
a glass of wine, a cocktail or a nonalcoholic beverage. Prices begin at
$33 and increase with canvas size.
Sessions are centered on famous
artists or type of alcohol (e.g. a
Banksy session or a Pinot Noir
session). They oﬀer an array of
other lessons, catering to all ages,
skill levels and alcohol preferences. You can even bring a date for a
“Paint and Sip Night.”
Artjamz DC, 1742 Connecticut
Ave. NW

Let’s Travel Coloring Mural

$48, Anthropologie
Anthropologie has no shortage of beautiful decorative pieces
for any home. One such piece is
the “Let’s Travel Coloring Mural.” This 36-by-60-inch canvas
is a large map of the world, with
continent borders lightly sketched

in black over a broad expanse of
white. From there, it can be ﬁlled
in, drawn or painted on and doodled all over. Let your artsy friend
go crazy painting the world in a
unique light, documenting travels
or planning future trips.
Anthropologie, 3222 M St. NW

“Contemporary Street Arts in
Europe: Aesthetics and Politics” by Susan C. Haedicke

$83.95, Barnes & Noble
For the artsy and informed,
“Contemporary Street Art in Europe” is a good oﬀ-the-beatenpath gift. Artists and political
junkies alike can enjoy exploring
European politics through the
world of street theatre and street
art. Visuals in this book are accompanied by passages that describe social and political changes
in Europe, and the implications
of street art and street theatre in
those countries. Plus, Barnes &
Noble has a handy marketplace
where you can buy a used copy of
the book for $52.89.
Barnes & Noble, 555 12th St.
NW

For the aspiring chef
RACHAEL PAUL
HATCHET REPORTER

Cooking class

Got a friend obsessed with the kitchen?
You know who I mean – the one who insists on spicing up ramen with fresh veggies, raves about the latest deal at Trader
Joe’s and dedicates an hour to grocery
shopping every week. Give them the gift
of cuisine.

$45-$50, Hill’s Kitchen
Kitchenware supply store Hill’s
Kitchen oﬀers cooking 101 classes like
“Basic Knife Skills” ($50), which covers
everything from techniques to storage.
Others teach how to make dishes like
Pumpkin Spice Cheesecake and Hawaiian Pineapple with Sabionne and
Chocolate Drizzle ($45) or Bruschetta
and Salmon Mousse hors d’oeuvres
($50). A newly added vegetarian index
is featured on the store’s website to
specify which classes are vegetarian,
vegetarian friendly or not vegetarian.
Hill’s Kitchen, 713 D St. SE

Spices and tea

$3-$25, The Spice and Tea Exchange
The Spice and Tea Exchange is a
goldmine when shopping for the novice chef who wants to liven up plates
like a pro. Every inch of this store is
ﬁlled with shelves of jars containing
delectable blends of hand-mixed meat
rubs, exotic loose-leaf teas and specialty
salts. Spices are sold individually in
one-to-four-ounce bags or two-to-threeounce grinders, with prices varying
by item. If you’re having a rough time
choosing one item over another, you
can purchase a combination of three
one-ounce bags for about $14. If you
are completely overwhelmed and don’t
mind paying a little extra ($30 to $50),
The Spice and Tea Exchange oﬀers preassembled holiday gift arrangements.
The Spice and Tea Exchange, 1069
Wisconsin Ave. NW and 320 King St., Va.
Suite 112

Roll the dice

$24, Foodie Dice
Similar to an author, a chef will experience “cook’s block” at some point
in his or her career. For inspiration,
Foodie Dice has cooking methods,
grain selections, herb choices, vegetable components and bonus ingredients
engraved on wooden cubes. Simply
roll the dice and challenge yourself
to whatever meal fate decides – the
perfect gift for an aspiring chef who
doesn’t know where to begin or who’s
looking for a fun way to create new
dishes.

For the
outdoorsy friend
EVERLY JAZI
HATCHET STAFF WRITER

You may have never seen the columns at the National Arboretum or gone hiking in Rock Creek Park, but your outdoorsy
friends are sure to have explored the abundant natural beauties
of the D.C. area.

‘Wild: From lost to found on the Pacific Crest Trail’
by Cheryl Strayed

$9.62, Barnes & Noble
You’ve probably seen the trailer for the upcoming ﬁlm,
“Wild,” starring Reese Witherspoon. “Wild” is the memoir of
a boundary-pushing woman determined to make meaning of
hard times by backpacking through desert and snowy mountains on the Paciﬁc Crest Trail. Author Cheryl Strayed’s honest,
funny and tough story will make your nature-hungry friends
book a ticket to the Mojave as soon as they read the last word.
What better way to spend a backpacking trip than laughing at
Strayed’s anecdotes while in a cozy tent?
Barnes & Noble, 555 12th St. NW

Hammock

$22.95, Byer Traveller Lite Hammock at REI
If you are lucky, on a spring day in University Yard you’ll
see someone reading a textbook in a hammock. Your friends
are always saying they wish they could do the same when it’s
warm and sunny. Make that wish come true with a quality
hammock. While they wait for spring, your friends can try it
out in their dorms.
REI, 3509 Carlin Springs Road, Falls Church, Va.

DMV Camping Trip

About $150
It’s easy to pick your comforter over the Shenandoah woods or
horseback riding in Patapsco Valley as the temperatures begin
to drop. But if you have a best friend that constantly asks if
you want to go hiking or sleeps in a 20-degree sleeping bag for
fun, give the gift of nature. Plan your friend’s dream vacation
within reach, and simplify the process by renting gear from GW
TRAiLS.
DMV Parks:
Shenandoah National Park, Va.
Chesapeake Bay, D.C.
Patapsco Valley State Park, Md.
C&O Canal National Historic Park, D.C.
Prince William Forest Park, Va.
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WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

GW should have a good
chance at a bounce-back
win over the Lancers
after taking their first loss
of the season Friday.

The Colonials head to the
Bahamas for the Junkanoo
Jam, taking on the Wolfpack
in their first game of the twoday tournament.

vs. North Carolina State
Friday • 1 p.m.

vs. Longwood
Wednesday • 7 p.m.

OF THE WEEK

Number

men's basketball

9

The Associated Press ranking of both men’s and women’s basketball’s opponents this past
weekend. Men’s basketball lost to Virginia on the road Friday while women’s basketball lost
to Maryland at home Saturday.

The missing piece in women’s basketball:
Protecting the ball
ALEX KIST
HATCHET STAFF WRITER

While the Colonials’
loss to No. 9 Maryland on
Saturday may have spoiled
the welcome-back party
for forward Jonquel Jones,
the team also got a taste of
what it can accomplish.
GW proved that it
could contend with the top
teams in the nation in the
75-65 loss, though persistent turnover troubles prevented the Colonials from
getting anywhere beyond
the “almost” stage and
turning a first-half lead into
an upset.
Coming back onto the
court after sitting out since
the exhibition game against
Virginia Union, Jones made
an impact, leading GW
with 18 points and reaching
a double-double with 10
rebounds. Trailing closely
behind Jones, sophomore
forward Caira Washington
amassed 10 rebounds, and
sophomore guard Hannah
Schaible had five.
“I think the team had a
great mentality of rebounding,” Jones said. “Everybody was trying to go to the
board and trying to crash,
so it was a great team effort,
not just one person, not just
one individual, and everybody kind of chipped in to
make the rebounds.”
In the first half, the Colonials’ frontcourt was able
to compete against their nationally ranked Big Ten opponent, helping GW secure
a 30-29 halftime lead. But
backcourt and transition
play was dominated by a
faster Maryland team in the
second half.
Maryland obtained 17
points off turnovers in the
second frame, as slippery
hands coughed up the ball.
GW is currently averaging
20.5 turnovers per game,

Aly Kruse | Hatchet staff photographer
Senior Chakecia Miller dribbles past the Maryland defense. The Colonials fell to the Terrapins 65-75 at the Smith Center on Saturday.

and holds the third-highest
turnover margin in the Atlantic 10.
Tsipis also thought his
players became “stagnant
in the zone,” standing
around waiting to react to
Maryland’s scoring possessions.
“I think the natural tendency when you go against
the zone is you don’t attack
as much off the dribble and

you still can,” Tsipis said.
“We have to understand
that we have to create a better shot in the zone and still
be able to attack in transition off a turnover, off a rebound.”
Maryland’s skill and
speed also forced the Colonials to foul. Overall, GW
notched 22 personal fouls,
allowing the Terps to capitalize at the keyhole on 14

of their 22 opportunities in
the second. Maryland only
forfeited a total of 15 personal fouls as GW struggled at the line, going 44.4
percent on the night.
“We need to get a
better understanding of
freedom of movement in
women’s basketball. We
can’t put hands on people
and get them in to that
early one-on-one situa-

tion,” Tsipis said.
Maryland’s
guards
were also more proactive
in the second half, creating options to shoot threes
from the perimeter or dish
to the posts to get easy
points off the glass, while
the Colonials struggled to
keep the Terps out of sync
on transitions.
GW has the opportunity to build some confidence

at home against Grambling
State on Monday at noon.
The Tigers were 11-20 last
season, when they had a
-3.7 turnover margin.
And Tsipis said the
team will work on playing
clean heading into the next
game.
“We’ve got to be better
rotation-wise, and I think
we are still building that
part,” he said.

Volleyball’s championship dreams dashed in A-10 finals
ALEX KIST
HATCHET STAFF WRITER

After a string of closely
contested sets, GW fell to
Dayton by a 3-1 margin in
the Atlantic 10 Championship match Sunday.
The loss rendered the
team runner up at the
tournament, which now
awaits its fate on the bubble for the NCAA tournament after a 22-8 season
that was the best for the
program in over a decade.
“We battled the whole
way through. It was a
great game,” Ault said.
“[Dayton] played a little
bit better than we did.”
Fuel for the Colonials
all season long, sophomore middle blocker Chidima Osuchukwu led the
match with 16 kills and
paced GW with a .353 attack percentage and six
blocks (three solo, three
assists).
Osuchukwu,
junior
libero Maddy Doyle and
sophomore outside hitter Loren Williams were
named to the All-Championship Team after standout performances. Williams trailed Osuchukwu
with 13 kills. Ault said
Doyle was the MVP after
tallying a match-high 26
digs, which helped the Colonials out-dig the Flyers
by a 81-72 margin.
“Maddy Doyle really
stepped up and played
well for us,” Ault said.

“Her numbers in both
matches were impressive.
The amount of court she
was taking, not only in
defense but in serve-receive.”
Dayton (28-5, 13-1
A-10) took the first set
25-21, but GW (22-8, 11-3
A-10) retaliated with offensive drive in the second
set, winning it 25-23 to
send both teams into the
locker rooms tied at one.
Though the Colonials
handed them a battle that
came down to which team
could find the open holes
on the floor and knock
down precise attacks, the
Flyers locked in on their
home court and took the
final two sets 25-17 and
25-20, respectively.
In the fourth and final
set, Ault called a timeout
at 12-8 with Dayton up by
four points and controlling
the energy of a home-court
advantage. Even with a
pair of kills squeaking by
for Osuchukwu, GW fell
to a 18-11 setback, which it
spent the remainder of the
set trying to refute.
The Colonials came
back to bring the game to
24-20 with three straight
runs, including a service
ace by sophomore defensive specialist Natalie
Leger. But their rally was
not enough to hold the
Flyers off at match point.
“It went point-forpoint for a while in many
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It went point-for-point for a while in many
sets and I got to give it to these guys
because they never gave up, and we
fought hard all the way through and just
fell a little bit short.
AMANDA AULT
Head coach
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Junior setter Jordan Timmer saves a ball as GW takes on Davidson earlier in the season. The Colonials fell 3-1 to Dayton in
the Atlantic 10 Championships on Sunday.

sets, and I got to give it to
these guys because they
never gave up, and we
fought hard all the way
through and just fell a little bit short,” Ault said.
The Colonials were
down a key player: Senior
outside hitter Kelsey Newman did not compete and
missed the last two games
of the regular season after an injury on Nov. 8.
But GW still managed to
make it to the championship game for the first time
since 2002, capitalizing on
the season’s high aspirations.
“This was one of their
goals. This was something
we really focused on,”
Ault said. “Even in the
past couple weeks when
we haven’t had Kelsey,
it really hasn’t changed
much for us. That’s a credit
to this group on how they
just adapt and go through

adversity and come out
the other side.”
With the championship game behind them,
the Colonials will wait
to hear if they receive an
at-large bid to the NCAA
tournament, which will
be announced Nov. 30.
Ault said the team, which
is ranked 65th in the
country, would be ready
to take on the tournament.
Looking back on the
season, Ault said she is
most proud of her players
for their resilience.
“The way that they
never give up, and just
across the board this
whole entire season we
have gone through some
things and been down 1-2
and have to fight back,”
she said. “And that is going to go a long way for us
and will make us better in
the long run.”

Women’s volleyball 2014 season record

22-8
A-10 record

11-3

(Best since 2000)
First championship match appearance since 2002

